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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a computational procedure to solve the constant temperature at which evaporation
and condensation of the working fluid takes place inside a heat pipe. The numerical method used is a cell
centered finite volume method. The temperature of the heat pipe is found to be more controlled by the
heat transfer coefficient at the condenser. At the adiabatic section it was found that the effective liquid
film heat transfer coefficient and the thick - ness of the wall has profound influence on the spreading of
the heat. It was also found that by increasing the thickness of the wall, high heat spread can be acheived.
Studies were also conducted to analyse the effect of thermal conductivity of the heat pipe material on its
heat transfer characteris-tics.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Heat pipes are an effective passive heat transfer tech-nology in the cooling of high heat flux
electronic devices and systems because of its high thermal conductivity, re-laibilty and low weight. It
essentially consists of different sections viz: evaporator, transmitter and condenser.

FIGURE 1. SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM SHOWING THE HEAT TRANSFER IN A HEAT PIPE
A schematic diagram showing the heat transfer pro-cess through the wall of a typical heat pipe is
given in Fig. 1. Do et al. [1] have noted that several prior investiga-tions have assumed a uniform
evaporation and condensa-tion in the respective sections and no phase change in the transmitter
section(adiabatic). Vadakkan et al. [2, 3] have demonstrated that there occurs heat transfer to the working substance at the axial locations of adiabatic section as well, due to spread of the heat flux in the
axial direction. The distribution of heat flux q(x) into the fluid from the inner surface of the cover plate
depends on the tempera-ture of inner surface of the wall, which in turn, depends on the constant liquidvapor interface temperature (Ti )of the working substance and film resistance coefficient. Agh-vami and
Faghri [4] have presented an analysis of heat con-duction through the cover plate of a flat heat pipe by
solv-ing two-dimensional heat conduction equation. They spec-ified a constant temperature for the
liquid vapor interface and used a linear interpolation to get the inner wall tem-perature. This is
equivalent to treating the wick and liq-uid within the wick as a thermal resistance. The constant liquidvapor interface temperature is found out by solving separate equations in liquid and vapor regions.
Hence the heat transfer to the liquid and axial heat conduction depend solely on the value of the
temperature prescribed at the in-ner surface of the cover plate. Sobhan et al. [5] have em-ployed a
transient computational methodology using ambi-ent temperature as the initial temperature and
presented the results for steady state conditions as well. In this study a constant liquid vapor interface
temperature computed us-ing Clausius-Clapeyron equation is taken as the boundary condition.
Vadakkan et al. [3] have also used a transient approach in which the wick-vapor interface temperature
is computed from energy balance at the interface and liq-uid pressure at the interface is computed using
Clausius-Clapeyron equation. The above researchers have neglected the axial conduction through cover
plate, because of its small thickness.
However as the thickness of the cover plate increases the axial conduction and heat spread has to be
taken into consideration in the design of heat pipes. Hung and Tio [6] have investigated the effect of axial
conduction through the solid walls of a micro heat pipe using an analytical solution of a one dimensional
steady state model. In this study, by considering a convective resistance corresponding to Nu = 2.68 for
the convective lms at the evaporator and condenser, the temperature distribution of the solid is found as a
func-tion of a constant liquid temperature. Then they prove by equating the heat added and removed at the
evaporator and condenser sections that the liquid temperature is equal to the average solid wall
temperature. They observed a sig-nicant axial heat conduction for different materials of the walls such as
Copper, Nickel and Monel.
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The foregoing literature confirms that the heat conduc-tion through the cover plate is important in
setting the tem-perature of the working fluid of a heat pipe. Therefore it is of utmost importance to
analyse the axial conduction in the heat pipe. The present work is concerned with development of a
numerical scheme for the determination of the distribu-tion of heat flux along the axial direction of the
heat pipe by considering axial heat conduction through the wall. Simu-lations are performed by varying
the material for the heat pipe and its thickness, to study its impact on heat spread along the axial
direction..
1.1 Modelling
In Fig.1, the rectangle ABCD represents the metallic cover plate of a heat pipe that separates the working
sub-stance and the heat exchanging surfaces. The edge FB represents the evaporator of the heat pipe
through which a uniform heat flux enters the cover plate. The condenser is represented by the cooling
edge AE , where a fluid at tem-perature T with a convective heat transfer coefficient h re-moves heat.
The edge EF is insulated and the edge DC is exchanging heat to the working substance. It is assumed that
the liquid vapor interface remains steady so that the net heat transfer across CD is zero for a given
constant heat flux through FB. In this manner the edge DC is exchang- ing heat to a constant temperature
reservoir which acts si-multaneously as a heat sink and heat source. An effective heat transfer coefficient
denoted as he f f for the exchange of heat from the top egde DC to the constant temperature liquid vapor
interface is considered. It has been reported by Ma and Peterson [7] that for triangular grooved chan-nels,
the heat transfer coefficient for heat exchange with the boiling liquid over CD could vary typically in the
range 3.7 − 6.7 W /cm2K. For flat heat pipes an effective heat transfer coefficient should be computed
based on the ther-mal conductivity of the materials of liquid and wick and the liquid film heat transfer
coefficient. The heat transfer problem consists of solving the constant temperature of the liquid-vapor
interface, Ti and determination of the distribu-tion of heat flux, q(x) to the liquid through CD.
From the earlier section it is noted that most of the previous investigations on flat heat pipes and micro
heat pipes have assumed the resistances of the metallic plate and convective film resistances as zero.
Determination of q(x) for a known value of liquid temperature Ti is a direct heat transfer prob-lem which
can be easily solved. But in the present work Ti is an unknown. For the evaporation and condensation of
the liquid, the temperature Ti should have a constant value over the entire length of the cover plate.
Another known condition is that the net heat exchange to liquid through the edge CD is zero, which can
be mathematically expressed
cover plate are shown in Fig. 2.

. Typical variations of heat flux across the edge CD of the

The mathematical model of the problem consists of the Laplace equation for the domain subjected to
boundary conditions. The governing equations and boundary conditions are shown in the following:

at points on AE and on FB respectively
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FIGURE 2. TYPICAL DISTRIBUTION OF HEAT FLUX OVER THE TOP SURFACE CD OF THE COVER
PLATE, FOR CASES WITH AXIAL HEAT CONDUCTION. HERE NET HEAT FLOW ACROSS CD IS ZERO
AND Q = Q1 + Q2.

Where, he f f = kwtw +hl(1 −) is an equivalent heat exchange coefficient with , kw and tw are the
porosity, thermal conductivity and thickness of the wick respectively. In the case of micro heat pipes the
value of porosity is zero.
2.NUMERICAL METHODOLOGY
In the present work a cell centered finite volume method is applied for the solution of equation (1).
Referring to the standard grid system for a general variable as followed by Patankar [8], the discretization
equation for the control volume with geometric center marked as P, with East, North, West and South
neighbors denoted by E , N, W and S,
APTP = AE TE + AW TW + AN TN + ASTS

(6)

Although the solution of the above equation with the boundary conditions in equation (2) is straight
forward. But application of the boundary condition on the top line CD as per equation (5), where the
liquid-vapor interface with un-known temperature at the North neighbor requires special attention. The
detailed procedure of discretizing the equa-tion for liquid-vapor interface can be seen in Ramachan-dran
et al. [9]
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
3.1 Range of parameters
Computations are carried out by varying the heat load (Q) and heat coefficient ( h)at the condenser in
the ranges [25 − 250] kW /m2 and [100 − 7000] W /m2K, keeping the effective film heat transfer
coefficient (he f f ) at the inside surface of the cover plate where evaporation and conden-sation of the
working substance takes place as constant, [15000 W /m2K]. The geometrical parameter varied in the
present work is thickness of the cover plate and its range is [0.5 − 15] mm The material of the cover plate
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is var-ied (Cu = 401W /mK, Al = 204W /mK and Monel metal = 19.4W /mK) and the working fluid is
Water.
3.2 Definition of different terms
Certain new terms used in the discussion of results of the problem are Heat Spread Factor (HSF),
Heat Bypass Factor (HBF) and Effective Thermal Conductivity (ETC). Heat Spread Factor(HSF) is
defined as the ratio of heat transferred to liquid from the adiabatic regions spread from evaporator or
condenser to total heat. HSF for the evapora-tor and condenser are computed separately. Bypass factor
(HBF) is related to the heat bypassing the liquid and flow-ing though the solid region of the cover plate. It
is defined as the ratio of the difference between the total heat and the heat transferred to the liquid to the
total heat. Effective Thermal Conductivity(ETC) is defined as the ratio of the heat flux to the linear
temperature gradient between evapo-rator and the condenser.
3.3 Effect of heat transfer coefficient at the condenser
Tables 1, 2 and 3 shows the effect of heat transfer coefficient at condenser h on different parameters
at heat loads 25 kW /m2 and 250 kW /m2, corresponding to an ef-fective film heat transfer coefficient at
the inside he f f = 15000 W /(m2K) and different thermal conductivity for the heat pipe material. The
temperature at various points de-creases with the increase of h. For the small thickness,
TABLE 1. EFFECT OF HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT AT THE CONDENSER ON THE
THERMAL PERFOR-MANCE OF THE HEAT PIPE MADE OF COPPER FOR HEAT FLUXES q =
25kW /m2 AND q = 250kW /m2, t = 1mm, he f f = 15000 W /m2K

t = 1 mm of the cover plate considered in the present anal-ysis, the HBF is found to be negligible and
independent of the heat load. It can be inferred from Table 1 that the heat spread through the adiabatic
regions (HSF) near the con-denser and evaporator are nearly equal and is 13% of the total heat in the case
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heat pipe made of copper. Same ob-servation with reduced values are observed in Tables 2 and 3 for
Aluminum and Monel metal. This is because of low thermal conductivity of wall material. It is worth to
note that HSF is independent of h as well as q for the materials considered in the study. ETC is found to
insensitive to vari-ations of heat load and h it is found to be 20 times that of the thermal conductivity of
the cover plate material made of Monel metal, due to its low thermal conductivity
TABLE 2. EFFECT OF HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT AT THE CONDENSER ON THE THERMAL
PERFOR-MANCE OF THE HEAT PIPE MADE OF ALUMINUM FOR HEAT FLUXES q = 25kW /m2 AND q =
250kW /m2, t = 1mm,

TABLE 3. EFFECT OF HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT AT THE CONDENSER ON THE THERMAL
PERFOR-MANCE OF THE HEAT PIPE MADE2 OF MONEL METAL FOR HEAT
FLUXES q = 25kW /m2 AND
2
q = 250kW /m , t = 1mm, he f f = 15000 W /m K
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3.2 Effect of thickness of the cover plate
Tables 4, 5 and 6 shows the effect of the thickness of the cover plate on heat transfer for h = 3000W /m2K
and he f f = 15000W /m2K, for different materials of the cover plate. For a heat load of 25kW /m2, it can
bee seen from the Tables that increase of the thickness of the cover plate causes the temperature of the
heat pipe to reduce very slightly. Further, it can be seen from these Tables, by in-creasing the thickness of
the heat pipe heat spread along the axial direction can be improved. This will result in re-ducing the
intensity of heat flux entering the working sub-stance and thereby chances of dry out can be reduced. As
the spreading of heat is directly related to the thermal con-ductivity of the material dry out margin can be
improved or relaibity in operation can be maintained by using the wall material with high thermal
conductivity(Copper). Similar observation is seen for higher heat flux but not shown here for brevity.
4. CONCLUSIONS
A constant liquid vapor interface temperature of the working substance of a heat pipe is solved by
consider-ing the axial spread of heat and the axial heat conduction through the cover plate. The
temperature of the heat pipe is found to be more controlled by the heat transfer coefficient at the
condenser and the thickness has very little impact on its temperature By increasing the thickness of the
heat pipe, heat spread along the axial direction can be improved. This will result in reducing the intensity
of heat flux entering th e working substance and thereby chances of dry out can be reduced. As the
spreading of heat is directly related to the thermal conductivity of the material dry out margin can be
improved or reliability in operation can be maintained by using the wall material with high thermal
conductivity.
TABLE 4. EFFECT OF THICKNESS OF THE COPPER COVER PLATE ON THE THERMAL
PERFORMANCE OF THE HEAT PIPE FOR q = 25kW /m2, h = 3000 W /(m2K),

TABLE 5. EFFECT OF THICKNESS OF THE ALUMINUM COVER PLATE ON THE THERMAL
PERFORMANCE OF THE HEAT PIPE FOR q = 25kW /m2, h = 3000 W /(m2K),
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TABLE 6. EFFECT OF THICKNESS OF THE MONEL METAL COVER PLATE ON THE
THERMAL PERFOR-MANCE OF THE HEAT PIPE FOR q = 25kW /m2, h = 3000 W /(m2K), he f f =
15000 W /m2K
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